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THE GROWING ENERGY
OF OUR PROFESSION
IN THE AMERICAS
Twenty sommeliers from ten countries of the Americas, judges from
Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas and the elite of the world sommellerie, all together in Montreal, Canada. The fifth edition of the ASI & APAS
Contest of the Best Sommelier of the Americas Canada 2018 was more
than just one of the most important competitions in our profession. In
many ways, it was the confirmation of the growing energy and the
unprecedented, fast-paced growth of sommellerie all over the continent.

The fifth edition
of the ASI & APAS
Contest of the
Best Sommelier
of the Americas
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The competition in Montreal also confirmed how our profession is increasing its
leadership in the sector, with more countries engaging in the competitions,
better-skilled and better-prepared sommeliers, more attention from media all across
the Americas, and growing support from corporate partners.
We saw a great competition. It is impressive to see the commitment of all candidates to
essential values of our trade: hard work, excellence, humility, love for wine and
gastronomy, service, friendship and fair play.

We had our nerves tested during a fantastic,
electric final. We met the brilliant
Mr. Pier-Alexis Soulière,
Best Sommelier of the Americas 2018.

Every national sommelier association is making these competitions happen. Customers
around the Americas now have access to better, more knowledgeable service. The entire
Pan American sommelier community benefits from the growth of our profession. What
a great time to be a sommelier – and consequently, a wine lover – in the Americas.

Andrés Rosberg
President
Association de la
Sommellerie
Internationale
(ASI)
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OVERVIEW
The ASI APAS Best Sommelier of the Americas, Canada 2018 contest can be considered a
milestone in the development of sommellerie throughout the continent, with an
outstanding competition and another remarkable gathering of professionals from the wine
and beverages sector, including media, former best world sommeliers, members of the
trade, opinion leaders and representatives from major brands.
According the local association, the Canadian Association of Professional Sommeliers
(CAPS), social media posts, articles and videos of the finals gathered over 7.5 million views.
For almost a week, sommeliers from all over the world met in Montréal, followed
competitions and developed potential business. The event had a solid impact in the
continental media with over 100 articles published, live streaming followed by almost 4,000
devices around the world, and a stunning, over-2,000% increase in engagement with ASI
Social Media.
The high media outreach of the event was mostly concentrated in publications and Social
Media Posts in Canada (34%), Argentina (29%), México (18%), Brazil (10%) and Peru (4%),
with several other countries also taking part.
The success of the social media campaign around the Best Sommelier of the Americas
contest was based on a two-pronged approach, focusing on larger audience segments and at
the same time engaging opinion leaders such as Gérard Basset, Véronique Rivest, Pascaline
Lepeltier or Paz Levinson.
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TOP SOMM
INFLUENCERS
ON WINE
“Good luck to the
3 finalist of
the Best Sommelier
of Americas”
“Congratulations to
Pier-Alexis Soulière
of Canada for winning
The Best Sommelier
of the Americas
2018”
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IMPACT
The promotional campaign of the ASI APAS Best Sommelier of the Americas 2018
contest started 50 days ahead of the event in social media. The first press release was
sent out to ASI partners, presidents and press four weeks before the contest.
All candidates were introduced through social media (Instagram, Twitter and Facebook)
and a countdown schedule was also included in the weeks prior to the event.
During the contest itself, daily updates were sent through social media and press
releases. All three official ASI languages (French, Spanish and English) were used for
every press release, and the semi-finalists were announced on social media in French,
Spanish, English, Japanese and Chinese.
The announcement of the winner and runners-up was published on social media
seconds after the official announcement. These communications were also published in
social media in French, Spanish, English, Japanese and Chinese.

All candidates
were introduced
through
social media
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A final press release with quotes from the winner was sent out the day after the contest
concluded.
Also, the tour of Nova Scotia that followed the event in Montreal was regularly documented
through social media.

A link to an online picture gallery with high-resolution photographs
was shared through the press releases and updated every day with
relevant pictures of the day’s events.
A Facebook album was created after the event, where journalists, partners or national
associations were given the opportunity to request selected pictures in high resolution for
publication in their own country or media.
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High-resolution
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the press releases
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